Mission Moment
God’s Ongoing Mission During a Pandemic
From Good Shepherd Lutheran (Janesville)
On Feb. 23, Mike Rahlf, Pastor of Good
Shepherd Lutheran Church in Janesville,
WI, sure felt blessed. Despite having to
wait in a long line of people at Blackhawk
Technical College, he was about to receive
his second COVID-19 vaccination. Though
the pandemic was far from over, the day
would mark the end of months of concern
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over the health and well-being of himself,
his family and his congregation. What a blessed day for sure!
Being the jovial conversationalist that he is, Pastor Rahlf decided to make the best of
his time in line by talking with a National Guardsman who was part of the vaccination
crew. The Serviceman was from Mississippi, and had been sent to Janesville to work
at the vaccine clinic, having been away from his family for a month already.
Lightheartedly, Pastor Rahlf remarked, “At least you’ve got to be happy about the
free food and things you’re getting while
working.” To which the Guardsman
responded, “We don’t get any of that – we
have to ‘brown-bag it’. And because we can’t
be huddled together, we have to go to our
cars to eat our lunches. Every day I sit and
eat my sandwich and watch the fast-food
delivery cars drop food off over there to the
COVID testing site.”
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The conversation with the Guardsman replayed itself in Pastor Rahlf’s mind as he
worked his way down the line and sat to receive his vaccine from another kind and
selfless worker. To him it just didn’t seem right that the COVID testing site workers
received free meals, while the vaccinators, who were sent here away from their
families to save lives, weren’t receiving the same benefits. As he left Blackhawk a
thought popped into his mind, that maybe there could be a way that his congregation
at Good Shepherd could help to feed those workers and show them their appreciation.

On his way back to the church, he approached
Best Events Catering in Janesville, and had the
second inspired thought that as a small
business relying on catering, their income
might currently be suffering as a result of the
pandemic. So he pulled his car into their
parking lot and went in to explain his idea and
get some information. After talking with a staff
member, he learned that Best Events could
provide box lunches, which would include a main dish, 2 salads, a cookie, chips and
a drink for $10 per person. The vaccination team consisted of 25 members, so to feed
everyone a meal for a day would be $250. As an added thank you from Best Events,
they offered to deliver the meals to the site for free, clean up if needed, and offered to
make a label for each lunch that said “Thank you for your mission. From Good Shepherd
Lutheran Church and Best Events Catering”.
Pastor Rahlf was thrilled with the agreement and couldn’t wait to share the new mission
opportunity with his congregation the following Sunday. Though it is a small, humble
congregation, Good Shepherd’s members are always looking for quiet ways they can
help the Janesville community through mission. Pastor Rahlf viewed this opportunity
as a multi-fold ministry: it could give Good Shepherd a new mission amid a pandemic,
give a local small business an income opportunity, and help the military vaccine
workers by letting them know they matter and are deeply appreciated.
As has been done in the past at Good
Shepherd, he chose to raise funds
through something he calls, “Noisy
Offerings”. The idea being that a
bucket is available for people to
simply drop extra coins in that they
have in their purse, car, pocket or
wherever they may be lying around.
Though it may not seems like much,
even coins add up! As Pastor says, “There is a difference we can make by simply
giving out of the abundance that we don’t even know we have.” His hopes were to
simply feed everyone at the vaccination clinic a meal or two in the following couple
of weeks, if $250 - $500 could be raised through the Noisy Offerings.
Almost 3 months later, Good Shepherd has raised enough funds to feed the entire
vaccine staff one meal a week for 2 months! The goal has been far surpassed, and
blessings continue to abound. On one occasion, a stranger showed up at the door of

the church and handed a $100 donation to Pastor Rahlf because he had heard of the
mission through social media. And there have been a few smaller checks and random
donations over time, but the reality is that small amounts add up to great things when
God is in control.
As Pastor Rahlf points out, “This was such an easy mission that was planned on my way
from the vaccine site back to the church! Look what can be accomplished when we
listen to God and ask, ‘How can we help’”? No doubt that there have been many ways
that Good Shepherd, or any congregation, could have helped out in their communities
this past year as the pandemic has taken a great toll. But even as we move forward to
better times, there will always be great needs and mission opportunities that present
themselves on a daily basis in communities all over the United States. Knowing that
this mission at the vaccination site will end in the near future, the congregation
reminds itself – and encourages others – to always ask, “What other things do we need
to be listening for?”

